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About This Game

Super Slam Dunk Touchdown is a retro styled, local multiplayer, couch-competitive, all-sports mashup driven by a 3D physics
engine. Assemble a crack squad of sports athletes and use their unique shot styles and abilities to score goal units and demolish

the opposing team. American football players tackle, soccer players steal, roller derby players skate and everybody dunks! Battle
for control of baseballs, basketballs, bowling balls, tennis balls, and more. Configure your matches your way, and play with up to

six players locally, 3-on-3. Watch out for banana peels, streaking fans and ice resurfacing trucks, not to mention the opposing
team!
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This game is really nicely stylized and funny. A lot of jokes based on operations, cool mechanics and smooth gameplay. Would
definetly reccomend to my friends.. Port of Call is a short and semi emotinal game you can play and beat in under 1\/2 an hour
qurky graphics but none the less a good play. I'm not sure if I should be recommending this game or not...

For a cheap pick up its a lot of fun if you're into japanese mech games and Diablo but the game has a big issue... you're pushed
through the game with a looming threat from loans you need to pay off and the threat is definitly real, and this adds some sort of
rogue-esk elements where you inevitably fail and each time you fail the game resets, which it does several times after your 30
mission\/day deadline is up because you just dont have the stats to win.

Even if you had godly levels of luck and skill you still wont win, and thats frustrating because it means you need to go back
through *nearly* all the same dialogue and play all 30 missions\/days again, only to fail again.

In general the difficulty spikes seem malicious or due to incompetence, as if they had to make them game longer and thought
they could arbitrarily have you play it 5 times, and atm I've just lost for my 2nd time and have no idea if theres even a game past
the 30 day mark... it sure seems like theres still things that happen in the story after that... it would be stupid if the game just pat
you on the back for paying off a debt, but I have nfi because the hurdle is so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing huge it blocks out
the sun.

Theres definitly fun to be had if you're into mecha and dungeon diving, more so if you love rogue-like games I guess, but the
game just seems to rely to heavily on the stick.

After writing this I think I realise I just really enjoy both the mecha and diablo style parts of the game so much, and the rogue-
like elements dampen the blow just enough that I enjoy the game even with it constantly beating my brains in with a rock, but I
think the games too niche to really recommend.. evil furbys.. very good rope sounds in this game. no other game has replicated
the sounds of rope tying wood as well as this game. perhaps you have an uncle or aquaintance who ties things up and really
enjoys it but cant do it in this economy. buy em this game and they can tie random objects up.. Waifu Simulator 2014 very nice.
I can probably now see why only one commen since last October, no one else besides me that is has bought the game. Well I
gave it a shot anyway and, sorry cannot recommend. If there is a demo play it first befoe buying. Really getting tired of these
Early Access games and the number that fail to hit the mark. Too bad.. Great if you are interested in dog racing.

I don't think there is another greyhound management game like it. Actualy the management side of things is quite lite which I
prefer. Basicaly you get your dogs fit and race them and try to get them a higher grading and bet on the races to make money to
buy new dogs. You can then breed your own dogs later. Personaly I like to dip into this game now and again and have done for
years. I'm hoping one day there will be a GM3 but for now this will do! The fun is in working out which dog will win a race by
looking through the dogs previous form and then watching the race and collecting you betting winnings. The races are plain and
basic 2D but nicely realistic. I guess the plus side to this is it should run on most PC's without a problem.
The dog racing has graded races and handicaps and also jumps races. There are rounds (quarter finals, semi finals and finals) to
the big races so it's not easy winning one of these races with your hounds but the prize money makes it worth attemting and it's
very satisfying yo finaly win a big race.

So yes. If you are at all interested in dog racing buy it now! If not you probably won't get through the stats and terminology.
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Very simplistic shooter with very little depth or originality. Best part actually are the graphics.
It's fun to try out 5 minutes, but after 5 minutes you either got bored or finished the game.. To all those who said it didn't work
or couldn't get it to activate, you need to redeem the CD key for the season pass in the additional content menu in game. Go to
your library>right-click Trials Fusion>Click CD Keys>Copy Season Pass CD key to keyboard>redeem in-game via additional
content menu.. Just a goofy little racing game. Play it with a controller for maximum enjoyement. It just isn't the same on a
mouse and keyboard. Not the best racing game out there, but I enjoyed it so it gets a thumbs up from me.. Fun game for
toddlers and pre schoolers. Super short for those kids with short attention spans. Pretty graphics. 10\/10.. Your first impression
when looking at screen shots is probably going to be negative. 2D somewhat pixelated sprites in 2018. You don't play a
spiderweb game for their graphics. The writing and settings are amazing. Combat is satisfying. Give this game a chance and you
will wind up enthralled.. Despite the blatant "SEVEN" on title, indicating this game is the 7th entry of a long running Ys series,
there's no reason to shy away from this game if you never played the previous games. With the exception of Ys "Origins", Ys 1
and Ys 2, every other entries are their standalone game with very little reference of the previous games in the newer games. In
other words, if you've never played any Ys games before, you can start with "SEVEN" as it barely continue any story plot (if
any) from the older games.

The story in Ys SEVEN is the bare basic of a JRPG, a young hero was granted great power and responsibility by pure chance to
save the world (or in this game's context, an island nation) from destruction. It's up to him, the chosen one, to visit 5 shrine of
the elements and gather enough power with your companions to rid of evil once and for all. If that sounds like the original Final
Fantasy game, it actually is. Like I said, bare basic of a JRPG. Anyone who says the story is great are either lying to you or to
themselves.

The characters are nothing to write home, either. The main protagonist of the series, Adol Cristin is as interesting as a white
sheet of paper, despite already being in 7 games. He's the standard "chosen one" archetype, with barely any personality. Him
being a silent protagonist is actually the reason why he's the character that he is. He simply goes with the flow, never questioning
everything around him. The supporting characters are just as interesting with their own archetype of a "hot-headed" fighter, a
"bratty" princess, a "naive" shota, a "no bullsh*t attitude" older man, a "wise" older woman, an "edgy" rival of the protagonist
and an "over-protective" princess bodyguard. Despite the boring casts of characters, I at least appreciate the number of playable
characters. It adds a little bit of depth in the game.

The gameplay is your standard Ys game. You hack and slash anything that moves, only this time you have up to 3 people in a
single party, a first in a Ys game. Each characters are strong and weak against certain enemies so you need to constantly switch
characters accordingly. You can spend SP to use skills to spice up the combat. These are also unique to each character.

Boss fights are just as epic here compared to the previous games. They're big and challenging, especially on a higher difficulty.
Only problem I have with these boss fights is that they're too simple to beat and their attack pattern are very limited. Honestly
the only reason why they're hard to beat on a higher difficulty is that they took less damage and inflict more damage than usual.

Music are fantastic as usual, though some of if are just arranged versions from the previous games. Not a bad thing, just a minor
nit pick from me.

The side quests, however, are a total joke. It's just a bunch of mindless fetch quests like in an MMO. Only 3 of them are not,
which are monster hunting side quests. Too bad all of the rewards from completing them are not worth the effort. This is by far
the laziest attempt of padding the game.

Would I recommend the game? Absolutely. Despite it's flaws, it's still a fun game to play.. its nice to kill a time
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